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Cybersecurity Leadership: Powering
The Modern Organization

An essential book for the modern technology driven organization narrated by the author Authored
by the only cybersecurity and healthcare IT leader in the world with 12 years' experience as Chief
Information Officer, a Doctor of Science in the field, and the prestigious CISSP, PMP, and CPHIMS
certifications. Managing cybersecurity requires a multi-disciplinary holistic business approach. Many
of the current cybersecurity approaches in organizations and most books are based on an outdated
1991 model of cybersecurity - focused solely on technology solutions. This book provides the 2014
model and shows why leadership engagement of people within an organization is critical for
success. Culture development through leadership is essential because culture governs behavior.
Apply the time tested principles explained in this book for success in any organization. Today
cybersecurity strategy is the same as information technology strategy. Cybersecurity drives the
mission of the modern organization. Done right it can be a hallmark of distinction and a source of
productivity and innovation in an organization. Failure to lead cybersecurity can easily lead to
business failure. This book is an essential read for CIOs, CISOs, or any organizational business
leader or student who wishes to understand how to build successful organizations. No prior
background in cybersecurity or technology is required to understand this book. In addition to 30
years of real world experience implementing organizational cybersecurity strategy, the author
teaches cybersecurity to graduate students and executives at several US National Centers of
Academic Excellence. The author is an opinion writer and conference speaker on cybersecurity,
healthcare and leadership issues and is frequently quoted and cited in the media.
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Just want to precede this by saying that -- my positive review reflects my own observations of
business leadership dynamics seen through the lens of this book. But any attitude in my review is all
mine. Hasib is straight and professional about his analysis and recommendations. Now I bring you
my positive review, but please do not confuse my tone with the author's. He is far more stable than I
will ever be and keeps it professional........Only a CEO in denial of reality can possibly rationalize
keeping cybersecurity buried beneath even a SINGLE layer of bureaucracy. (How 1990's.) That so
many still choose such convoluted structure is just appalling. Hasib relays this through his essays
with an approach even a layman, heck,-- that even I can understand.A better strategy? CEO's,
listen up . . and be brave. You need to get a DIRECT reporting relationship with your cybersecurity
manager. Period. I know. It makes you feel uncomfortable. Gosh, those pesky cybersecurity kids
are never supposed to look your directly in the eye, right? Hey, they are supposed to go through
Tim, in Finance! And Tim, well, you don't even really like Tim, in Finance. . . . Sigh.So stop having
your CyberSecurity Department report to Tim, in Finance. ("The 1990's called, they want their org
-chart back." Har har !) Who knows what inaccuracies, and dubious filters Tim, in Finance, is
throwing your way about cybersecurity? You certainly don't. Don't risk it, Madame and Mister CEO.
Modern leaders know that Cybersecurity deserves direct reporting. To ignore this, you risk looking
like an over-insulated tool, when things go wrong.So rejoice! Pull cybersecurity up the org-chart!
Hold hands and sing songs together!
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